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SHORT SHELDRAKE ON SHAKESPEARE 

Shakespeare at School 

 
One of the many fascinations of Shakespeare’s biography is where did it all 

come from? What can we find in his life that explains the genius of the plays? 

Trying to explain genius could take a while and may not even be possible, but 

I can illuminate the craft more briefly. And one aspect of his life that was a 

fundamental part of the craft of his plays was his schooling. 

Shakespeare grew up, of course, in Stratford-upon-Avon in the county of 

Warwickshire. His father John Shakespeare was a glover and local dignitary, at one 

point becoming effectively the Mayor of Stratford. His dad’s job on the council 

entitled the young William Shakespeare to go to the local grammar school. 

What did he learn there? Well, grammar. Specifically, Latin Grammar. Boys, 

and it was only boys, learnt neither History nor Maths, Science nor Geography. They 

learnt Latin day in and day out. Latin was the common language of Europe, it was the 

common language of learned texts, it was the language of the law. To be able to 

conduct oneself as a full citizen, one had to know Latin. We don’t have the exact 

records for Shakespeare’s school, but we have them for many similar institutions. It 

was a rigorous, if not dull, education. At the early stages, they would have learnt Latin 

by being asked the following type of question: 

 

What is the meaning of the Latin word ‘lapis’. 

Answer: A stone. 

And what is a stone? 

Answer: Lapis. 

 

What is puer? 

A boy. 

What is a boy? 

Puer. 
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And so the long day wore on. But the aspects of his education that are highly 

visible in the plays are from the later parts of his education. 

The boys were taught to argue in Latin and learned the myriad features of 

rhetoric. Under the letter ‘A’ alone there are rhetorical figures called anaphora, 

antimetabole, antistrophe, asyndeton. Shakespeare’s writing is littered with them and 

he learnt them at school. The boys were being trained to become lawyers, clerks, 

government administrators, politicians. The rhetoric that Shakespeare used for fiction 

he was being educated to use in real life. 

There were also more artistic aspects to the education. The boys had to write 

letters from one mythical character to another. They had, for example, to write a letter 

from Ariadne on the island of Naxos to Theseus, who had thanked her for helping him 

defeat the Minotaur by leaving her stranded there. One can begin to see the 

ingredients of a dramatist here. 

Renaissance educators also believed in training their boys to speak confidently 

in public. As well as debating, teachers put on plays in Latin in their classrooms, the 

boys acting out all the parts. One can imagine the young Shakespeare, who acted a bit 

as well as being a writer, looking forward immensely to sinking his teeth into some 

classical drama. Into Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripides. 

They also did Latin composition. They had to write poems in the style of 

Horace, Ovid, Virgil, learning to write on demand in dactylic hexameter, trochaic 

trimeter and, one that may be more familiar, iambic pentameter. This would stand him 

in good stead as poetic fashions changed during his career. 

They had to translate passages of classical literature and letters in a process 

called double translation. They would translate the Latin into English. The Latin 

would then be removed and they would have to translate the English back into Latin. 

The main benefits of this exercise, as I see it, were that it brought him into contact at a 

fertile age with all the best stories from classical literature and gave him an 

opportunity to tell them in his own words. The mythological references that cascade 

through any passage of Shakespeare were stored in his head from his days at King 

Edward’s School in Stratford. 

Finally, a concept that I believe had profound implications for the shape of 

Shakespeare’s career as well as his writing style was something called Copia, a Latin 

word that translates as ‘supply’. Erasmus, the premier scholar of the Renaissance, 

wrote a book that was first published in 1512 called De Copia. It was designed to give 
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schoolboys instruction in how to speak and write with greater fluency, eloquence and 

variety. The example that is always trotted out is that Erasmus describes one hundred 

and ninety six ways of saying, in Latin, ‘Your letter pleased me greatly’. Obviously, 

this is partly where Shakespeare got the verbal dexterity that astounds us to this day. 

The greater implication is that it didn’t half enable him to be on-trend when he 

wanted to be. Early 1590s. You want history plays? I’ll write three chronicle plays 

about Henry VI practically overnight. Early 1600s. You want grand tragedies? I’ll 

write you one a year for the next five years, and out spills Hamlet, Troilus and 

Cressida, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear. Early 1610s. You want tragicomedies? I’ll 

write you three in a year and they’re all different. 

Anyway, Shakespeare the play-writing machine to one side, after school 

Shakespeare did not go to university. I hope I have shown that in order to write his 

plays he did not need to. He was already overflowing with classical learning and had 

all the technique he needed. 

 

Thank you for listening. Next week I’ll be looking at The Merry Wives of 

Windsor. I do hope you can join me. Until then, farewell. 


